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compensation: $2 per minute

contract job  part-time

telecommuting okay

 Seeking Attorneys for online legal services (pay - $2 per minute) (Philadelphia, PA)

LawModo is an online technology company looking for attorneys to offer legal assistance over the phone. You will be compensated for each minute of
participation. No attorney/client relationship is formed unless you determine that you would like to form such a relationship on your own terms. 

Our instant online services are perfect for attorneys that have spare time in their current practice, work-from-home attorneys, and attorneys that spend
time on the road. The system allows you, the attorney, to log in and take calls during your free time, and then log out when not available to take calls.
However, if you desire only to create a profile for advertising purposes then go right ahead, it's all free. 

We are looking for attorneys with a strong expertise in all areas of law for every state within the U.S. If you would like to see which areas of law are
currently being offered on our system, then go to http://lawmodo.com to review and create an attorney profile. Registration is free! 

Our company has a strong internet presence and allows for visibility to your practice. We also allow you to earn money in exchange for your time and
expertise. You will compensated $2 per minute for each minute spend consulting with callers. We offer 24/7 services so feel free to log in and out at
anytime. We are also offering positions within our company relating to sales and programming. 

For interested attorneys, please go to http://lawmodo.com and create your free attorney profile. For sales and programming please visit our contact
page and submit your resume as instructed. 

Thank you, 
LawModo career service

Principals only. Recruiters, please don't contact this job poster.
do NOT contact us with unsolicited services or offers
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